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Moving Fashion E-commerce Forward

REFRAMING CHALLENGES
AS OPPORTUNITIES
Consumer trends, new technologies, and cultural shifts impact logistics directly. Fast and frequent changes can
challenge your supply chain networks. With the right partners & solutions – you can convert these into opportunities.
Here are some key global trends that could turn into opportunities and influence your supply chain strategies		
in the coming year.

THE UBIQUITY OF
ONLINE SHOPPING

As buyers increasingly shop for fashion online, digital
adaptations become vital to improve customer experience
and gain loyalty. As such, we see innovations every day
that aim to make the shopping experience mimic real life
as much as possible.
Online storefronts today provide real-time customer
support and extensive web catalogues reflecting an
inventory across fits, colours, and specifications, express
deliveries and easy returns management. An established
logistics partner with the right logistics and technology
solutions can help you achieve these and maximize your
sales potential.

THE DOMINANT
MIDDLE-CLASS MARKET

The middle-incomers, i.e. where the bulk of fashion
consumers lie, can range from luxury buyers to dollar
shoppers. That means your logistics strategy must
complement your brand’s market positioning that will
influence all aspects of your business, including how fast
and flexible your supply chain needs to be (for example,
fast fashion vs. premium items that are made to last), and
what logistics solutions will offer maximum customer
satisfaction, product quality, and cost advantage.

THE INCREASINGLY
FRAGMENTED MARKET

In an age of individualism and fashion niches, your brand
thrives by reflecting the needs and wants of its specific
audience. The continued advancement of online
platforms has made it much easier for the right brand
and consumer to find and reach each other.
With this in mind, engaging a third-party logistics service
with local and global resources allows you to have your
processes from procurement, warehousing, to fulfilment
managed and customized to fit the expectations of your
diverse consumer segments.
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THE NEED FOR
INSTANT SATISFACTION

The fashion industry has always aligned its pace to everchanging trends and styles. Since digitalization became
the industry’s major driving force, consumers now expect
24/7 services and instant gratification. The speed and
quality at which your supply chain operates dictate your
brand’s success.
After fulfilling sales quickly, brands also need to create more
sales and encourage retention. A loyal customer base can be
formed when reverse logistics are optimized, streamlining
processes like exchanges, returns, and recycling.
Your brand needs to be supply-chain-ready to deliver
consistent last mile experiences on every big sale, every
season, every day.

THE GLOBAL 			
ECO-AWAKENING

Brands that drive a culture of sustainable innovation are the
frontrunners in consumers’ eyes. New research shows that
consumers believe brands bear as much responsibility for
positive change as governments and must commit to
protecting nature and the communities they operate in.
As the world shifts towards a sustainability mindset, it is
important for supply chains to be planned in ways that
minimize excess inventory and packaging, simplify
transportation routes to reduce carbon emissions,
utilize renewable energy sources, and take measures to
off-set carbon footprint.
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DELIVERING AT EVERY LEG
OF YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN

Depending on the business’s positioning and goal, all supply chains are different. Their one similarity lies in that
they should ultimately serve to create and maximize value.
The diagram below shows a general overview of what you may need to take note of during each supply chain stage,
and DHL’s international commerce-focused capabilities that can help you take full control of your business.

YOU NEED
•

Consumer market and trend research and forecasting

•

Prototyping and product definition:
•
•
•

PRODUCT

DEVELOPMENT

PROCUREMENT

SUPPLY
CHAIN
STAGES

DISTRIBUTION
NETWORK

PRODUCT
LAUNCH

POST-LAUNCH

•

Reliable access to the most cost-effective markets e.g.
in Europe and Asia

•

Support systems for urgent and speedy transport of
materials and product samples

•

Thorough documentation

•

Secure storage facilities

•

Flexible cross-border transportation networks

•

Express solutions to send and receive
samples quickly

•

Easy reach to remote areas

•

Accuracy and optimization of sourcing and
landed costs

•

Strategic action plans for launch campaigns

•

Effective distribution of sales and marketing materials

•

IT integration of your shipping services

•

Transparent and easily accessible tracking and
tracing system

•

Post-sales follow-ups

•

Unsold stock rebalancing and reallocation solutions

•

Urgent stock replenishment solutions with minimal
lead times (as short as one day)

& AFTERSALES
SERVICES

Styles
Textiles
Raw materials
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Our Extensive Business Knowledge
•

Strategic focus for small and medium
enterprises (SMEs)

•

Supply chain solutions tailor-made for the		
fashion industry

•

•

Certified International Specialists (CIS) and
E-commerce Specialists as trusted advisors 		
to your business
Comprehensive understanding of the most
advantageous sourcing markets

Our Geographical Reach
•

Operations in >220 countries & territories

•

Strong network offering superior transit times to
all major trade lanes around the world

Our Strong Business Network
•

Most used express courier company in APAC
and Europe

•

Official logistics partner for major fashion weeks

•

Robust network of major partners all over the world
to help scale your business

Our Network Security
•

>360 facilities worldwide with Transported Asset
Protection Association (TAPA) security certifications

•

Industry’s highest security standards for
transporting shipments

•

Security cameras and access protocols in all major
hubs, clearance facilities, and service centers

Our Speed and Efficiency

•

>2.5mil customers worldwide

•

•

More than 300 dedicated hubs and gateways across
all regions of the globe

Market-leading transit times to and from all major
trade lanes around the world

•

Over 100,000 easy-to-reach ServicePoints across
all major cities

Time-sensitive deliveries that respond to the
shortest deadlines

•

Smart route optimization algorithms to move 		
your shipments in the fastest possible way

•

On-demand delivery with customizable 		
delivery options

•

Our Expertise in Customs
•

Compliant clearance processes to help you do
business securely around the world

•

Online Trade Automation Service (TAS) tool for
comprehensive trade customs information

Our Advanced Tech Solutions
•

Secure IT network supported through 3 major IT
hubs in Prague, Kuala Lumpur and Brussels

•

Big data, artificial intelligence (AI), and
predictive analytics

•

Digitalized shipment management systems

•

>280 dedicated planes accessing 500+ airports and
21 major air hubs

Extensive database of senders’ and
receivers’ preferences

•

Return solutions and servicing

•

>110k delivery experts

•

E-tools for shipping, tracking, billing, and more

•

>3k facilities worldwide

•

Mobile app for 24/7 access to shipment information

•

Self-owned and self-operated infrastructure

•

Standard and scheduled door-to-door courier
networks

•

>10k dedicated customs experts around the world

•

Close contribution with authorities to implement the
latest regulatory guidelines, keeping your
business compliant

Our Delivery Competence
•

t

WE OFFER
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OUR SOLUTIONS
Since 1969, we have been solving challenges faced by shippers looking to expand their businesses across
international airspace and waters. Our products and services are designed to bring ease of use, speed, and scale
to your cross-border business expansion.

EXPRESS SOLUTIONS
Here are our Express Solutions to swiftly activate your cross-border fashion business.

TIME-DEFINITE INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC EXPRESS (TDI & TDX)
Our TDI solutions provide door-to-door deliveries at predefined times throughout the start of day, mid-day, and end of
day with customs clearance and end-to-end track-and-trace visibility.
To make your logistics more cost- and time-effective, we also offer scheduled order fulfilment with standardized
processes, flexible last-mile delivery options, and digital integration for full visibility of shipment status, flexible billing,
and payment options.
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ON-DEMAND DELIVERY (ODD)

BREAK BULK EXPRESS (BBX)

ODD is an online service that offers both recipients and
senders options to choose how, when, and where
shipments are delivered, ensuring that the shipping
process feels as seamless as the online purchase.

BBX offers one-time delivery of multiple shipments that
are consolidated for customs clearance, so that your
various shipments that have the same destination country
arrive as a single unit, and are only processed and charged
once by customs.

ODD offers 6 alternate delivery options to suit any
preferences, improving your delivery speed, and greatly
reducing failed delivery rates.

When the consolidated consignment reaches its
destination country, we separate it into individual
shipments for their delivery to intended addresses within
the same customs zone, so you can deliver your goods
quickly to multiple stores and merchandisers in one
shipping process.
For fashion businesses looking to reach a global client
base, BBX offers significant procedural and financial
advantages by allowing for more deliveries faster,
cheaper, and more efficiently.
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OUR SOLUTIONS
E-COMMERCE SOLUTIONS

Intuitive, transparent, and continually finding ways to become more flexible, our digital tools are tailored to the needs of
cross-border businesses– by making shipping operations simpler and easier to handle.

MyDHL
MyDHL+ is our one-stop online portal for you to create and manage shipments, receive shipping rates, arrange
for pickups, and track your shipments every step of the way.

WHAT YOU CAN DO ON MYDHL+
Get accurate pricings, quotes, and
estimates of duties and taxes

Prevent mistakes via predictive entry and
real-time error correction

Create shipping labels and invoices

Access bills

Arrange for pickups

View records of your shipping history

Create address books for easy access

Customize your shipping preferences

Track shipments

HOW YOU CAN BENEFIT MORE WITH A MYDHL+ ACCOUNT

Preferential Your dedicated
rates
account manager

24/7 customer
service support

Live tracking
options

Special offers and Easy payment
promotions
options

DHL EXPRESS COMMERCE (DEC)
Our e-commerce integration platform helps you build a user-friendly online storefront. DEC lets you integrate DHL
Express’s services directly onto your website for a more seamless online consumer journey and improved your order
processing efficiency.
DEC is available for integration into many e-commerce platforms, such as Shopify, WooCommerce, Magento, and more.
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PAPERLESS TRADE (PLT)
The DHL Paperless Trade service lets shippers submit customs paperwork online, eliminating the need to print out
and attach invoices and export documentation in hard copies to shipments.

•

Save time
Removing the mechanical process of printing and attaching

•

Save money
Reducing print and paper costs

•

Save the Earth
Reducing the use of paper and consumables

•

Increase brand value
Allowing for your company logo and digital signature to be shown on invoices

•

Prevent delays
Using digital communications for queries to be resolved more quickly

PLT is integrated with the MyDHL+ portal and many of our online shipping applications.

ADVANCE DUTY COLLECTION (ADC)
Issues and complexities during customs clearance are the kind of headaches we most want you to avoid. With the ADC
payment portal, we are able to provide customers with early alerts of the amount due and advance payment options to
make sure shipments are delivered with minimal to no delays.

TRADE AUTOMATION SERVICE (TAS)
Our online service offers high-quality and updated global trade information to help you plan your business better.

What you get with TAS
•

Upfront landed cost estimates (duties, taxes, and other import fees)

•

Product compliance checking with specific import and export regulations

•

Easy access of required trade documentation

•

Quick and accurate search for commodity code classifications

DHL EXPRESS MOBILE APP
The new DHL Express Mobile app lets you track your shipments and manage your deliveries all in one place. You can
also locate the nearest DHL ServicePoint for parcel drop-off or collection, and quickly check shipping rates right on
your smartphone.

t

How PLT helps you
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SUSTAINING THE FUTURE

Over the years, DHL has led the logistics industry’s movements to lessen its environmental impacts. In doing so, we are
continually setting an example with our customers to make the world a place in which future generations would feel
safe to live and thrive.

OUR GREEN COMMITMENTS

We are the first logistics
company to commit to a
zero-emission target by 2050.

Our e-vehicles have
travelled more than 100
million kilometers to date.

By 2030, all our new owned
buildings will be built in
carbon-neutral designs.

86% of our energy sources
are renewable.

By 2030, 60% of our
last-mile vehicles will be
electrically powered.

CLEANER OPERATIONS FOR YOU
Green Business Optimization

Our services and solutions include helping you to identify potential improvements in making your supply chain greener,
whether by leveraging sustainable fuel alternatives or fully digitizing the heavy streams of logistics paperwork.

Transparent Reporting

To help you understand the real environmental impact of your supply chain, we provide transparent data on your carbon
footprint, measuring your emission rates based on rigid international standards.

Carbon Off-setting

By supporting us in our ongoing GoGreen climate projection projects, you are helping your business to compensate for
carbon emissions.
From building wind farms in Chile to composting in Vietnam, our projects contribute not just to the environment, but
also to local communities in order to benefit the economic growth of developing countries.

Emission-Free Aircraft

In our effort to help you reduce aviation emissions and their environmental impacts, we have introduced Alice – our first
fully electric aircraft to serve customers’ supply routes.
Apart from carbon efficiency, it can also be quickly charged while loading and incurs lower maintenance costs than traditional
aircraft. This means we can offer more time- and cost-efficient, sustainable international logistics services to you.
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LOCAL SPEED. GLOBAL REACH.

500

Airports

100,100

ServicePoints

21

Global Hubs &
Regional Hubs

37,700
Vehicles

220

Countries &
Territories

3,200

Facilities

2.7 Million
Customers

111,000
Employees

370

18.4k

Tons Flown
Every Day

TAPA
Certifications

2,200

Flights
Every Day

286 Million

Time-Definite
Shipments Annually

>280

Dedicated
Planes

IN CONCLUSION, PARTNER WITH DHL.
1

2

3
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Our Own Network
We offer late cut-off times so you can sell longer
and still get your goods out on the same day.

Supporting Growth
We open up your business to a global market for
higher delivery volumes and increased sales.

Customs
We have the tools and dedicated customs teams
in place to help you ship anywhere.

Speed
We founded the international express business
and our reputation is built on what the fashion
industry demands: speed.
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Centralized and Digitalized Management
One global system manages all delivery requests,
making customer service easier with real-time
notifications to keep you updated all the time.

Global Reach
E-commerce demands are global, so is our
presence and our operations in over 220 countries
and territories.

IT Integration
Seamless integration with your existing platforms
means reduced order processing times.

Our Brand
Our name is recognized and trusted worldwide, a
worthy ambassador for your brand.

DHL Express – Excellence. Simply Delivered.
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